FALL 2010 TEAMS

MOOT COURT TEAMS:

Emory Civil Rights Team: Andee Hartig, Britney Johnson, Reagan Vernon and David Schlottman

Stetson National Pretrial Team: Jessica MacCarty, Travis Plummer, Dustin Lucas and Victoria Weaver

Texas Administrative and Public Law Team: Trey Duck, Sarah Judge, Jose Magana, Debran Meyer, Joel Towner and James Willis

Wechsler First Amendment Team: Pamela Sieja and Ben Yelverton

John Marshall Information Technology and Privacy Team: Kristen Blakely, Huma Patel and Eric Pursley

National Criminal Procedure Team: Claudia Hernandez, Adrienne Morris, Rafael Rodriguez and Mark Walraven

Pepperdine Entertainment Law Team: Akilah Craig, Bill Thompson and Kelly Hodge

National Moot Court Team: Chaille Graft, Andrew Guthrie and Joey Hance

MOCK TRIAL TEAMS:

Stetson Pretrial Competition: Jessica MacCarty, Travis Plummer, Dustin Lucas and Victoria Weaver

Lone Star: Ana Ene, Landon Ramsay, Wesley LeRouax and Lucas Machicek

NTAC: Caleena Svatek, Peter Kerr, Kevin Giddens and Luke Mott

TOC: Jennifer Salim, Ashley Yearick, Aaron VonFlatern and Victoria Honey

Labor Law: Brian Harrison, Steven Lopez, Danielle Odom, Joel Towner, Caleena Svatek, Shawn Latchford, Huma Patel and Mark Walraven